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Shanine 
( solo acoustic pop )

First Client



Shanine 
( solo acoustic pop )

Songs
- The light
- Crushed hearts
- Get away from me
- Not who I thoght you were

Ideas for the Cd designs
- Using the photo she took from professional photographer
- Using the logo she designed



She emailed 
me the logo 
she designed

And she 
said she still 
waiting for the 
professional 
photos 
from the 
photographer



White I was waiting for the photos from 
Shanine, the manager Tessa emailed me... 

hey Cathy!
My names Tess, Im a diploma of music business student and Ive been working with you.
I understand that you are already working with another band(shanine) but I have been informed that there are still a 
few bands that have no graphic designers and they really need an EP design.
 
The band that I have is a two piece acoustic act called hold fast hope
they are both very reliable and will be easy to work with.
Their contact is Georgia.
0433 761 604 and gazza-anne-koval@hotmail.com
if you could get hold of her as soon as possible to work on a CD design and branding, that would be great
Im so sorry for the lateness and inconvenience but it is very hard organising 40+ people.
Thanks
also, if this is not possible could you please let me know asap.
thanks.



Because I was waiting for the photos from 
shanine, so I emailed Goergia and started 
working with my second client 
- Hold Fast Hope.



Hold Fast Hope 
( two piece acoustic act )

EP -My friend imagination
Screaming sweetly
All we know
Beauty and darkness

Ideas for the Cd designs
- Scenic theme
- Dark ally with a single lamp-post in the back ground
- Light at the end of the tunnel



I illustrated 
this logo

- Two hands 
holding the 
paper

- Simple



For the first idea - 
Light in the end of the tunnel

I sketched this in photoshop



For the second idea - 
Dark alley way with a post-lamp in the background



For the second idea - 
Dark alley way with a post-lamp in the background

I took the photo and put in the background



My client really liked this one with 
the tunnet, but she wanted less 
inside of the tunnel, maybe just the 
edge of it, and more light in the 
end, also maybe try sunset for the 
end of the tunnet.



After that I did two designs, one with the sunset when it 
exits the tunnel, another one was with the galaxy.



She loved this one, and decided 
this is the one for the cover.



For the back cover I tried to keep it simple, because theres 
already lots of elements happening on the front cover.



For the back cover I tried to keep it simple, because theres 
already lots of elements happening on the front cover.



Cd design
Used same galaxy theme 





Cathy Pich
cpeach33@gmail.com

Thank you.
Cathy Pich
cpeach33@gmail.com




